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Introduction: Sand is globally distributed and moving on Mars [1-12]. Dune morphologies imply saltation, during which grains move downwind in a series of hops. With the high threshold wind velocities on Mars [13], the impact of these saltating grains likely comminutes them to sub-sand sizes [14-16]. Thus, the discovery of pervasive sand movement highlights the decades-old question [see summary in 17] as to source(s) of this globally-distributed sand.

Local sources – such as Valles Marineris wall rock [18-20], the olivine bedrock at Nili Fossae [21, 22], and the basal unit of North Polar Layered Deposits [23, 24] -- obviate the need for long-distance sand transport. However, these sources are confined to tectonovolcanic or polar regions, whereas sand is distributed throughout the intercrater plains and other mid-latitude locales [1,2]. Although some craters yield sand from low-albedo strata in their walls, the evidence for sand leaving craters is questionable and the origin of those dark layers is uncertain [25-27].

A longstanding hypothesis for an origin of Mars sand is as volcaniclastic deposits [25-28], including explosive (ignimbrite) sediments and comminuted effusive (lava) materials. In this work, we test the volcaniclastic hypothesis in the western region of the Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF) (Fig. 1).

Background: The MFF is an extensive, light-toned, layered and abraded deposit that stretches ~75 degrees along the highland-lowland boundary (HLB). An ignimbrite origin for the formation is supported by yarding morphology [29-33], low loss tangents from radar [34, 35], and modeling of ash dispersal from adjacent volcanic edifices [36-38]. Although the specific source for the MFF is still under investigation, an ignimbrite interpretation is consistent with evidence for explosive volcanism on Mars [39,40].

Ignimbrites are comprised of a wide range of grain sizes, including dust and sand [41]. The western MFF (wMFF; Fig. 1) exhibits numerous dark sand dunes (Fig. 1, inset) and a mantle of dust [42]. Based on evidence for recent mobility [36], we hypothesize that MFF abrasion liberates sediment and concentrates sand to form the observed dark dunes. In addition to testing the MF itself we test three other potential sources for western MFF sand: 1) Cerberus plains lavas, 2) explosive deposits on the Elysium Mons edifice, and 3) the southern highlands.

Methodology: Our methodology is to map sand deposits in the wMFF, to use deposit morphology to infer emplacement wind directions, and to compare the deposit locations and inferred wind directions with mesoscale atmospheric modeling results to determine the most likely sand source(s). For an independent dataset, we compare spectra from the wMFF sand and the four possible source regions.

1. Mapping. We mapped optically dark sand in the blended mosaic of Context Camera [CTX] images (res. 6 m/px; [43]). Because the western MFF sand appears bright in both day and nighttime thermal imaging, we also used day and nighttime data from the Thermal Emission Imaging System [THEMIS; 44] for mapping. Dark sands were delineated as polygons on the CTX mosaic at the mapping scale of 1:25,000.

2. Morphological analysis. Mapped deposits were examined for wind direction indicators (e.g., slip face orientations) in the CTX mosaic and available images from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment [HiRISE; 45]. From the uni- and bidirectional indicators, we calculated geospatial statistics (Fig. 2).

3. Modeling. To predict sand location and wind direction, we will use the Mars Regional Atmospheric Modeling System [MRAMS; 46] with boundary conditions from the Mars Global Climate model [47]. Inputs will include regional topography over the wMFF and possible external sand source regions. Initial runs will model present-day orbital/axial state, consistent with low dust cover in some locations. Based on lack of recent observable movement [9], we will also model other orbital/axial states.

4. Compositional comparison. As an independent assessment, we will use data from the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM; [48]) to quantify compositional similarity between wMFF sand and all potential sand sources. Spectra will be analyzed using band depths and centers at 2- and 1-µm, respectively [see 49].

Results. Our mapping results show sand is clustered within Aeolis Chaos (a ~1-km-deep depression), found on Zephyria Plana, and scattered in the interplanar trough (Fig. 2). Morphological wind direction indicators suggest local topographic control. Preliminary spectral analysis shows an olivine/pyroxene continuum with the wMFF at an extremum (Fig. 3).

Conclusions and future work: The clustering of sand in Aeolis Chaos and evidence for local topographic control elsewhere both suggest that sand is not traveling far within the wMFF, either due to topographic barriers or to comminution to sub-sand sizes.
The extremum spectral position of wMFF bedrock suggests the effectiveness of spectroscopy in determining wMFF sand source(s). In future work, we will 1) model predicted sand locations and wind directions, 2) compare those predictions to our mapping and morphological analyses, and 3) complete our ongoing CRISM analysis of the study area and potential source regions. We will then evaluate these multiple datasets will to identify the most likely source region(s) for the observed dark sand in the wMFF.
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**Fig. 1.** The wMFF (block box) and three possible external sand source regions. Inset: dark sand (left) with scours (circles) as one type of wind direction indicator.

**Fig. 2.** Mapped sand deposits with emplacement wind directions inferred from six types of wind indicators.

**Fig. 3.** CRISM Band II (2-µm) depth vs. Band 1 (1-µm) center for possible sand source regions, with wMFF at an extremum.